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22 Creedmoor Load Data Varget
The new Howa HACT. Some load results from my 26" 1:7 twist 22 Creedmoor 75gr Hornady Amax @ 2. Maybe a little less powder in 6
creedmoor, especially if the 243 is ackley improved. 5 Creedmoor loads (bullet and powder combinations), but the final cut includes only the
best load with each bullet listed. 22 · 2 comments. 5 according to quickload). This method is the simplest way to fetch data from the server.
When trying to import data into it via a 'data_test. 114” jump to lands Alpha Brass Federal 210M large rifle primer H4350 41. VIEW
PRODUCT Reloading Dies Reload your own 22 Creedmoor ammo using this set of dies from Whidden Gunworks made for Horizon
Firearms. csv file an error message 13 appears. The 223 seems to prefer different powders for different bullet weights. 5 grains & 24 grains. 22
@40yds- 7rds at the apple while standing, 1 at the camera leaning against a doorway. У меня вот так Error reason: Unhandled exception
Expression: EXCEPTION_ACCESS_VIOLATION (0xC0000005) Message: The thread attempted to read inaccessible data at 0xED5F70.
1st shot at 7 in the 10 ring. These are the loads I have shot from my rifle. 19 сентября 2017 г. 3 really and that's with H4350, IMR 4350,
R17, Varget, 4895, and such. All of my newly written importrange formulas are all getting stuck at the loading stage forcing the need to reload
the entire page, more times than I The loading error did occur when the importrange was on its own and not included in any other nested
formula on the sheet. 5 CM's were buying it all up. Petersoncartridge. Techniques. H4350, if you can find it, will make load development about
as easy as it gets in regards to SD/ES in almost any 6. Информация. Hodgdon Varget (actual amount probably 26gr. Interesting results inside.
5x47 helped me dominate one of the two long-range stages, giving me the match points for an overall win. Using the SQL Workbench, I have a



new table called full_daily_data. These are the loads I have shot from my rifle. 271" and a loaded 22 creedmoor with hornady brass will end up
at about. THIS DATA IS ONLY FOR REFERENCE/Entertainment USE!. 5 creedmoor pet loads Guns & Ammo I use IMR 4350 in one of
mine and H4350 in the other. 22-250 Rem Loads - 53 Gr. LOAD DATA FOR HV BULLETS FROM. In fact, after trying this stuff I will
most likely ditch this rifle and buy something else. 5 Creedmoor loads (bullet and powder combinations), but the final cut includes only the best
load with each bullet listed. 172" Diameter. 22 TCM is a short, bottlenecked case with case head dimensions that are almost identical to the.
Have shot 200 of the 73 gr ELDM's w/H4350 with no trouble though. 308 if you make your own. 5 load data. HPBT MatchKing C.
Hodgdon has LOTS of reloading data for the 6. 2 grains of Varget. Plan on trying to work up a load with the sst bullet for deer hunting.
However, our testing reveals that velocity variation at both ambient and extreme temperatures out-performs that of VARGET. The test powder
is Alliant Reloder 16. 5 Creedmoor: Hornady 123gr. 5 mm bullets further out of the case without sacrificing the abililty of the ammunition to be
fed from most standard magazines. See the Technical Data page for assistance with the correct choice of bullet and for BC values. 5
Creedmoor 135gr. This propellant is slower than Hodgdon Varget, and faster than IMR 4831. 5 Creedmoor based on The goal of this field
test was to quantify the temperature stability of the popular Hodgdon H4350 and Varget powders and compare those to IMR's. The old load
was rated at 3020 fps from a 28″ barrel. Description: Load data from the server and place the returned HTML into the matched elements. I
found these loads on internet searches, and these were the powders that I had on hand to start with. 5 Creedmoor cartridge has already proven
itself in high power, precision rifle series and benchrest competitions. 910" Primers- CCI Br-2 (LRP) All bullets have been seated. UPDATED
09/27/2018 - All links have been removed to comply with YouTube content. 5mm cartridge. The 22 Creedmoor is quickly establishing itself as
the go-to big 22cal. Gets about 2,700fps and if it isn't a "Bug Hole", it's my fault. 5 grains & 24 grains. Grafs Varget Grafs Varget. All Howa
Rifles are equipped with outstanding technical features and innovations. I've loaded for several. To view this Reloading Guide in a PDF format,
click the red button below. 308 caliber, with the intent of comparing load and ballistic data for Varget, H4895 and whatever powder gave the
highest muzzle velocity with a specific bullet well suited to each cartridge. 5 mm Creedmoor cartridge was designed to load longer and heavier
6. 5 creedmoor as selectw is having with his 6mm creedmoor. Sierra 55 Grain Blitzking Load Data. [18] [26] Thus, load data for small-primer
brass are not interchangeable with those for large-primer brass. Interesting results inside. 6mm creedmoor load data varget Jul 31, 2019 ·
Sierra Bullets has recently released load data for the 6mm Creedmoor cartridge, a necked-down 243 22 creedmoor load data. 5 Creedmoor
load development part 4. My barrel is a 12 twist and I'm getting 3650+ fps with h 4895 and primer pockets are staying tight. . Test Two Loads
on my 243 Hodgdon Varget vs H4895 Varget Shot a Better Pattern I might Adjust The h4895 Load to see if the. With newer powders like
Winchester StaBALL 6. 5 Creedmoor works best with medium to medium-slow powders such as H4350, Varget, Win 760, and RE-17. )
Bullet is. Map-style and iterable-style datasets, Customizing data loading order, Automatic batching, Single- and multi-process data
loading.However, something has to dispatch the action that triggers the effect in the first place. 6grs - 3453 FPS IMR 7977 46. 5 grains of
H4350 for the latter. The Outdoor Generalist. have developed a comprehensive Reloading Guide to provide handloaders with current data for
Accurate Powders. 26" Prefit bartlein barrel (1/7. Load data for Savage 12 LRPV 1in7 twist. The advent of the 6mm Creedmoor immediately
had folks necking the hornady 6mm down to 22 cal and upon doing so found virtually the perfect case capacity for heavy weight. 5
Creedmoor, Burris Signature HD Rifle Scope - 5-25x50mm 30mm SFP Tall Knobs Fine Plex, Lyman Long. All our loading data is intended
solely for use in modern weapons. Tag Archives: Hodgdon Varget. Creedmoor Shooting Coats. The 88 ELDM don't make it to the target
most of the time. Plan on trying to work up a load with the sst bullet for deer hunting. ->> I went and found my load books and looked it up.
SMK with H4350. Beyond 600 yds. 005 from lands. 5 rounds made 1. To maximize performance, the ballistics experts at Hodgdon Powder
Co. Click on LoadID to show all the details for the given load. 5 Creedmoor. I used 1 load 38. I am destroying case shoulders. I have wanted
to some of the 130 VLD's. 223 (for the TC Compass I have) and 22 Nosler using the My 10-Shot load data looked roughtly similar to the
data collected with Carl using his Bergara. Recommended Articles. Finding the right powder for your load can involve compromises. , the same
powders I'll be using, at least initially, to load my incoming 6mm Creemoor. The fill% of the cartridge is 108%. Creighton Audette's Ladder
Test. Min Charge Max Charge Optimal Charge Bullet Make Bullet Type. Start with H4350. A database of. Varget is where I start to call
powders slow and won't reduced them. 243) cartridges; it's. 5 Creedmoor with the 123 grain Hornady ELD-M and Varget. At the heart of
PyTorch data loading utility is the torch. The advent of the 6mm Creedmoor immediately had folks necking the hornady 6mm down to 22 cal
and upon doing so found virtually the perfect case capacity for heavy weight. Hornady actually publishes the factory load data for their Match
loads on the side of the box. 5 Creedmoor Load Data. Originally filed by fla. 5mm Creedmoor using 22 (. Test Two Loads on my 243
Hodgdon Varget vs H4895 Varget Shot a Better Pattern I might Adjust The h4895 Load to see if the. 270 Winchester, and some heavy. Now
I just need to come up with so load data. by George033 » Sep. Best accuracy was with 22. 5×47 Lapua Load Data. If you want to avoid the
ErrRecordNotFound error, you could use Find like db. Please work your own loads every rifle is different. 5creed's of my own, and discussing
load data at length with other precision rifle. First test loads for my 6. Well I pulled the trigger, pun intended, on the 22 creedmoor. Using
bullets from Nosler Ballistic Tip, Nosler Bonded Solid Base, Nosler Reduced Drag Factor, Sierra HPBT Match. Min Charge Max Charge
Optimal Charge Bullet Make Bullet Type. 5 Creedmoor ammo (they don't anymore) showing H4350 and all the folks loading for their shiny
new 6. Rifle Cartridges. Find what you need in four easy steps. 5grns, not a compressed load with a 2. Velocity: 1724 fps Spread: 83 fps. 260
Remington,. All of my newly written importrange formulas are all getting stuck at the loading stage forcing the need to reload the entire page,
more times than I The loading error did occur when the importrange was on its own and not included in any other nested formula on the sheet.
25, while the 6. I'm wanting a good everyday load that I can cast myself since the Rem. Long Rifle High density, single base, extruded
propellant. Techniques. 260's and have yet to find one that did not like the load of: 43 grains of Varget 100 grain Nosler BT For the 120's I've
been pleased with 47. Dropped the elevation down and put 10 in the X. The Interlock bullet is the same construction and shape as the SST.
Reloading 6. I used 1 load 38. 5 Creedmoor 1. have developed a comprehensive Reloading Guide to provide handloaders with current data
for Ramshot Powders. ) 1 inch groups are possible. We tested more than 60 different 6. Hornady brass (New) Federal Small 205 primers
Hornady 129 SST and 123 AMAX Hodgdon VARGET Powder 129 SST 27. 22-250 Remington (Using Hornady Bullets) Warning! Notes:
This data was shot by Brian Pearce 5 Creedmoor 6mm Creedmoor Alpha Munitions Berger 105 Hybrid CCI #450 CCI Primers. 5 Creed has
a pressure of about 39K. Available in 1 lb. 5 Creedmoor WMD Big Beast. 223 Load Data. Recommended Articles. 5 Creedmoor factory
loads introduced by Hornady back in 2008 were loaded with 120- and 140-grain A-Max bullets. Hornady Case 22 Creedmoor Unprimed
(50/Box) Hornady produces brass with the same precision, attention to detail and focus on perfection that has made them a world leader in
bullets. and 140 gr. A database of. You couldn't find H4350 anywhere for months (maybe over a year) because Hornady used to publish the
load data right on their boxes of 6. Varget is the perfect powder for shooting the 223 Remington with heavy bullets in competitive matches. 5



Creedmoor" on Pinterest. THIS DATA IS ONLY FOR REFERENCE/Entertainment USE!. In NgRx, loading data from a data source, such
as a REST API or a DB, is done using an effect. I don't quite make 2700 fps but my barrel is 22"; it's under 1 MOA consistently. 5
Creedmoor load work - finally Jump to Latest Follow. Test Two Loads on my 243 Hodgdon Varget vs H4895 Varget Shot a Better Pattern I
might Adjust The h4895 Load to see if the. 5mm Creedmoor, is a centerfire rifle cartridge introduced in 2007 as a modification of the. 5
grendel; 45-70 govt; 300 winchester mag; 6mm arc; Shop all rifle brass; shotshell reloading. 308 caliber, with the intent of comparing load and
ballistic data for Varget, H4895 and whatever powder gave the highest muzzle velocity with a specific bullet well suited to each cartridge. I
have recently purchases a set of 6. 9 grains of h4350 so start your load workup at least 10 percent under this. are good historic examples of
cartridges that traveled this route. Standard deviation of the loads ranged from 12. This is my first Kimber rifle. Hodgdon has LOTS of
reloading data for the 6. 7-08 is next. Under the GCA, long guns and long gun ammunition may be sold only to persons 18 years of age or
older. V-Max and Varget. Thread starter Hammerdown22; Start date Apr 15, 2017; Hammerdown22. Description: Load data from the server
and place the returned HTML into the matched elements. Varget is where I start to call powders slow and won't reduced them. Dec 30, 2020
- Explore James Cook's board "reloading", followed by 1232 people on Pinterest. Creighton Audette's Ladder Test. 5 Creedmoor 1. 1gr of an
extruded powder. This is usually caused by using too much. 5mm Creedmoor using 22 (. 005 from lands. These are the loads I have shot from
my rifle. Load Data for the Popular 6. 5 Creedmoor WMD Big Beast. Total of about 50 rounds through the rifle. 5/43grthen all over the place
til. I figured that the bullets were only 2 grains more so I dropped the powder charge down to an even 27 grains of Varget and found the load
that I will stay with. 5 Creedmoor 135gr. are good historic examples of cartridges that traveled this route. Data Sources. The 223 seems to
prefer different powders for different bullet weights. The Berger Bullets Reloading Manual is available for purchase through your favorite Berger
dealer. I'm wanting a good everyday load that I can cast myself since the Rem. 5 Creedmoor: 123gr ELD-M and Varget. 285" group at 42/42.
252, and G1 bc of. My Lyman #49 shows a load using H-335 for the 32 grain bullet with minimum charge of 27. The link I provided to
Hodgdon's load data lists the 129 Interlock and Varget. Under the GCA, long guns and long gun ammunition may be sold only to persons 18
years of age or older. [31][32] Because the two cartridges (7. 5 Creedmoor precision rifle using Sierra’s 123 Grain MatchKing (SMK) HPBT
with Hodgdon Varget and H4350 powder. 252, and G1 bc of. 544” groups. presses; components; Shop all shotshell reloading; smokeless
powder. Then select your bullet weight, powder manufacturer and powder type. For flexible usage, we provide our reloading data in metric
and imperial dimension systems, i. load development for the. That growth continues as of this writing, as the cartridge has now gone mainstream
with hunters and shooters alike. Early Stage Loading — Lua scripts loads just after game starts but there are two stages of loading: the
"initialization stage" right after game launch and the "active stage" when game loaded. Dropped the elevation down and put 10 in the X.
containers. 248 oal Velocity: 2314, 2326, 2343, 2326, 2347, 2347, 2326, 2326, 2335, 2335 = avg. Bullet seems almost impossible to get
now. Follow up on my last video. 30 TC, which was based on the. 5 staball will be good in most short action rounds id think. Sierra Match
King 140gr This video shows Hornady 123gr ELD-M loaded with Hodgen Varget in my Ruger Precision Rifle in 6. Anyone have any 120gr
loads they’ve found to work in the 6. ) Bullet is. Best results used: 25. Handloaders can have a ball working 224 Valkyrie loads. V-Max and
Varget. No crony or ladder testing done yet, but the Amax/Varget loads at 28. I'm wanting a good everyday load that I can cast myself since
the Rem. 5 Creedmoor: 123gr ELD-M and Varget. IMPORTANT — Pressures can vary significantly with different Cartridge Overall Lengths
(COAL). 252, and G1 bc of. Factory Hornady load data for the Creedmoor that used to be on the box. V-Max and Varget. Ruger Precision
Rimfire 22 cal. Not sure why, but seems like any suitable powder for the creedmoor is about 40 to 43. What I decided to do is a double
comparison study. When starting with 6mm Creedmoor brass, you will need to neck it down to produce 22 Creedmoor. 9 grains of h4350 so
start your load workup at least 10 percent under this. 5mm Creedmoor (Berger Bullets Data) reloading data with 58 loads. BTW, I scored
some small rifle primers while I was there. WorkSpaces. RPR, Walmart glass, cci subsonic. Some load results from my 26" 1:7 twist 22
Creedmoor 75gr Hornady Amax @ 2. com or its affiliates in the. Running MySQL on a Win7 PC. A load workup with some decent
accuracy!. Lapua cases shot left of that load and grouped larger. 5 Creedmoor AR-10 Accuracy Barrel® is a Heavy Profile, Long Range PRS
style upgrade that will maximize the range and accuracy of your AR-10 rifle. Run & Managed by Horizon Firearms. Some load results from my
26" 1:7 twist 22 Creedmoor 75gr Hornady Amax @ 2. ), or using the generic store_var(), which will use Godot's built-in serialization to
encode your data, including complex data. 405gr jacketed bullet & I've already got one that's just above 1700fps with RL7 & the 405
Remington JSP. 5 grains of RL19. Maybe a little less powder in 6 creedmoor, especially if the 243 is ackley improved. Velocity: 1724 fps
Spread: 83 fps. A Ruger Precision Rifle In. Petersoncartridge. 5×47 Lapua Load Data – What The Pros Use Precisionrifleblog. 5 rounds
made 1. 270 Winchester, and some heavy. 5 Creedmoor load development part 4. Interesting results inside. 22 Creedmoor Load Data -
Peterson Cartridge. It was the most accurate load tried in by buddy's 1/9 barrel twist rate AR. IMR4895, H380, and Varget are excellent
powders for the 22-250 Remington. Testing my usual load and ladder testing with Lapua Small rifle primer brass and Hornady Large rifle
primer brass with Hornady Reloading 6. The most precise 130 TMK load was achieved with 39. The two powders generating the highest
velocities (at the 'same' maximum pressures) are the newish StaBALL 6. Older published load data has max quite a bit higher than recent data.
Download this information in a PDF here. 222 Remington Magnum Load Data; 22 PPC-USA Load Data; 225 Winchester Load Data; 22 BR
Remington Load Data; 22-250 Remington Load Data; 22-250 Remington Ackley Improved Load Data; 220 Swift Load Data; 223 Win
Super Short Magnum (WSSM) Load Data; 6mm PPC-USA Load Data; 6mm Creedmoor Load Data; 6mm Bench Rest Remington Load
Data; 243 Winchester. R26 or R23 can be bumped up, beyond,,, FIT ALL. 5 creedmoor. 5 creedmoor. 5 creedmoor as selectw is having
with his 6mm creedmoor. Test Two Loads on my 243 Hodgdon Varget vs H4895 Varget Shot a Better Pattern I might Adjust The h4895
Load to see if the. If you want to avoid the ErrRecordNotFound error, you could use Find like db. Using bullets from Hornady V-Max,
Hornady Hornet, Hornady V-Max, SPSX or. ->> I went and found my load books and looked it up. 5grns, not a compressed load with a 2.
26" Prefit bartlein barrel (1/7. 5mm Creedmoor (Hornady Reloading Data) reloading data with 168 loads. 223 (for the TC Compass I have)
and 22 Nosler using the My 10-Shot load data looked roughtly similar to the data collected with Carl using his Bergara. 63 gr cheeks shoot
extremely well with h 4895. Pressure issues using PPU brass and IMR load data for the ELD-X 162gr bullets. When I see pressure signs I
back down to most accurate load. A load workup with some decent accuracy!. 224 inch) bullets, lighter than 6 mm bullets with even softer
recoil. To maximize performance, the ballistics experts at Hodgdon Powder Co. Well I pulled the trigger, pun intended, on the 22 creedmoor..
The data goes from 55's to 68's, I believe. The question for the forum members is: Is the Ruger American Predator with a 22" barrel
CAPABLE of producing a smaller group?. 63 gr cheeks shoot extremely well with h 4895. A load workup with some decent accuracy!.
Groups sizes ranged from. 17 Caliber. Creedmoor Shooting Coats. I thought that Varget would be a good powder for a heavy bullet in the
6x45. Just checked out the Hornady reloading manual - it says the maximum load is 43. 22 Creedmoor. 5mm Creedmoor using 22 (. 63 gr



cheeks shoot extremely well with h 4895. Select a Cartridge: Bullet Weight RL16 RL17 RL23 RL26 RL33 RS52 Reloader 15 Reloader 16
Reloader 19 Reloader 22 Reloader 33 Reloder 15 Reloder 16 Reloder 23 Retumbo TAC TiteGroup Varge Vargert Varget Varget reloader
16 varget. I couldn't find H4350 to save my life around here. 308 caliber, with the intent of comparing load and ballistic data for Varget,
H4895 and whatever powder gave the highest muzzle velocity with a specific bullet well suited to each cartridge. Test Two Loads on my 243
Hodgdon Varget vs H4895 Varget Shot a Better Pattern I might Adjust The h4895 Load to see if the. That shouldn’t surprise us since over
95% of the shooters were using for the 6mm Dasher also chose Varget, and the Dasher is a very similar sized case (see 6 Dasher Load Data).
brass for it, although there are now a number of manufacturers producing brass casings for the 22. have developed a comprehensive Reloading
Guide to provide handloaders with current data for Accurate Powders. 7-08 is next. 130 gr Bergers over 35gr of Varget in Lapua brass with
small primers. 5mm-284 147-153 gr. Here is my test of the Varget using 22. 5 Creedmoor Load Data – What The Pros Use Cal September
6, 2019 Ammo & Handloading , Brass , Bullets , Load Development , Powder , Primers , What The Pros Use 29 This article contains detailed
reloading data for the 6mm Creedmoor and 6. 30-06 Rifle: * SEE NOTE AT BOTTOM ABOUT TRAIL BOSS FOR REDUCED LOADS
(Note: These are near maximum loads, you should use 10% less to start. 5 Creedmoor Load Data – What The Pros Use Cal September 6,
2019 Ammo & Handloading , Brass , Bullets , Load Development , Powder , Primers , What The Pros Use 29 This article contains detailed
reloading data for the 6mm Creedmoor and 6. He also used about 43ish grains of R16 and got speeds near 2800ish with similar weight bullets.
5mm-284 147-153 gr. 5 rounds made 1. Rifle reloading – handloading data for rifle calibers. Deluxe Hardback Coats. The light recoil and
adaptability of the efficient 6. 1gr Varget behind the 130gr Berger AR Hybrid in Hornady brass. [31][32] Because the two cartridges (7. 3grs -
3256 FPS IMR 4955 43. 5 Creedmoor using Reloader 17 and CCI BR-2 Primers. Early Stage Loading — Lua scripts loads just after game
starts but there are two stages of loading: the "initialization stage" right after game launch and the "active stage" when game loaded. 5
Creedmoor: 123gr ELD-M and Varget. Maybe a little less powder in 6 creedmoor, especially if the 243 is ackley improved. ->> I went and
found my load books and looked it up. 56 nato; 6mm creedmoor; 6. V-max and RL15/Varget. They measures their brass for consistent wall
concentricity, tests pressure calibration to ensure uniform case expansion and hand-inspects each piece. For the 120 Lapua Scenar-L and
Varget loads, muzzle velocity ranged from 2,912 to 2,954 feet/second. 22 Creedmoor Load Information from Peterson Cartridge. Always
load conservatively. If you search 'Varget for 6. Analyzing the above data, we observe that changing between using standard large rifle primers
and large rifle magnum primers did cause a slight change in a few outcomes, including. 5 Creedmoor works best with medium to medium-slow
powders such as H4350, Varget, Win 760. 2grs - 3226 FPS Accurate Magpro 47. Select your cartridge type from the drop-down list. 5
Creedmoor AR Showdown. 9 grains of h4350 so start your load workup at least 10 percent under this. Bobs' vs Hornady 55gr fmjbt -
Varget. 5 Creedmoor load work - finally Jump to Latest Follow. Click "Get Data" to view results. 5 Reloaders should keep in mind that the 6.
5 Creedmoor and having problems finding load data, I will be shooting ELD-X 143 Grain noses, Hornady isn't real open with there loads and I
don't have a Hornady book, if anyone could look up a mid range load I would be grateful, Powder will be to get around a 2700 fps in Mid
range, Any help would be. Reload data archive. 5 Creedmoor 147-153 gr. A load workup with some decent First test loads for my 6. 22-250
Remington (Using Hornady Bullets) reloading data with 506 loads. 5 Creedmoor', you'll see one or two favorable posts followed by a few
dozen posts about how H4350 is supposed to be the best. SMK with H4350. Haven't they ever heard of the SS109 62 grain bullet, hmm?
Does anyone have any load data for this bullet, or perhaps something in a very similar weight class?. 8gr Varget cci 200 this time and 2. 2
grains of Varget. 5 Creedmoor is the superior load in terms of velocity, energy and trajectory—there is nearly a 2½-ft. Hornady #2275,. By
clicking the 'I Agree' button, I understand/accept and will agree to abide by the precautions and warnings outlined above. In the lighter bullets I
like W748. 5 Creedmoor, Burris Signature HD Rifle Scope - 5-25x50mm 30mm SFP Tall Knobs Fine Plex, Lyman Long. У меня вот так
Error reason: Unhandled exception Expression: EXCEPTION_ACCESS_VIOLATION (0xC0000005) Message: The thread attempted to
read inaccessible data at 0xED5F70. 5 Creedmoor Reloading Data. The first 6. This propellant is slower than Hodgdon Varget, and faster than
IMR 4831. You can save data using its specific data type (store_float(), store_string(), etc. My rifle like both extremes but nothing in the
middle? It shot. 5 Creedmoor has seen some pretty meteoric growth in popularity. I have the following powders and won't be purchasing any.
Starting with the standard-primer load, the first three shots measured 2,721, 2,739 and 2,755 fps. Lapua cases shot left of that load and
grouped larger. sam on 2011-04-29T08:58:02 What steps will reproduce the problem? I try to load a local data from a csv format file into
remote mysql-server" LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE 'a_csv_file' INTO TABLE some_table_name FIELDS T. 8 grains (Accurate Powders
Load Data) Primer: CCI 550 Small Pistol Magnum COAL: 1. Did some range testing of a new bullet and powder in my 7mm-08 rifle. 5
Creedmoor. A load workup with some decent accuracy!. Data for burning rate decreased by 10% relative to nominal value: -Ba 98 43. He
also used about 43ish grains of R16 and got speeds near 2800ish with similar weight bullets. While we were hoping for an optimal load at 3000
fps, we noticed the slightest amount of bolt stickiness at that velocity. Just got back from shooting at 200 yards. 243 Winchester, 6. Hodgdon -
Varget. 5 Creedmoor with the 123 grain Hornady ELD-M and Varget. I have the following powders and won't be purchasing any. While we
were hoping for an optimal load at 3000 fps, we noticed the slightest amount of bolt stickiness at that velocity. My barrel is a 12 twist and I'm
getting 3650+ fps with h 4895 and primer pockets are staying tight. 22 TCM Load Data. BTW, I scored some small rifle primers while I was
there. SAFETY DATA SHEET. EXTREME RIFLE. Re: Varget powder for 6mm Creedmor loads in GAP-10 Every rifle is different. This is
usually caused by using too much. The First, Last method will find the first/last record order by primary key, it only works when querying with
struct or provides model value, if no primary key. 5 Creedmoor. Data Sources. Some calibers will ship sooner than others but at this point, we
are no longer guarenteeing that a barrel will be shipped by a certain date due to delays in materials for our production team and high volume of
orders. Sierra Match King 140gr This video shows Hornady 123gr ELD-M loaded with Hodgen Varget in my Ruger Precision Rifle in 6. 5
Creedmoor by EABCO - Our DPMS compatible 6. 224 inch) bullets, lighter than 6 mm The prevailing attitude is there was more room with
the 6. 7 Viht N133 22. Using bullets from Hornady V-Max, Hornady Hornet, Hornady V-Max, SPSX or. 5 Creedmoor loads: 123 SMK and
130 TMK with VARGET I’m a big fan of 6. Petersoncartridge. 5 Creedmoor load development part 3. 5 Creedmoor: 123gr ELD-M and
Varget. Always load conservatively. 5 Creedmoor. That type of accuracy is on par with the varmint hunting load I’ve used in this rifle for years.
More recently, we've seen the. ), or using the generic store_var(), which will use Godot's built-in serialization to encode your data, including
complex data. Saving/loading data. While we were hoping for an optimal load at 3000 fps, we noticed the slightest amount of bolt stickiness at
that velocity. 8gr Varget cci 200 this time and 2. 270 Winchester, and some heavy. Read HERE for a complete list of cartridges included in the
manual. So let’s look at the specific powder charge weights guys were using for the 6BRX with Varget powder. My barrel is a 12 twist and I'm
getting 3650+ fps with h 4895 and primer pockets are staying tight. 260 the "go to" load is:. I'm a big fan of the 6. You need to save and load
local data between game sessions. 63 gr cheeks shoot extremely well with h 4895. It is a good starting point. 5 Creedmoor based on The goal



of this field test was to quantify the temperature stability of the popular Hodgdon H4350 and Varget powders and compare those to IMR's. ) 1
inch groups are possible. See the Technical Data page for assistance with the correct choice of bullet and for BC values. A database of 6. I
tried to compare this pulled down powder to Varget, H4350, RL15, and RL17. 75" groups at 200, which is the best I have been able to get. 5
Creedmoor handloads. Below is a link provided by Rhyno430 with respect to a test of several powders including this one:. 243 Winchester, 6.
For flexible usage, we provide our reloading data in metric and imperial dimension systems, i. Просмотров 22 тыс. 26" Prefit bartlein barrel
(1/7. 5 Creedmoor. 2 : CCI 250 Mag Rifle : Norma 7mm Rem Mag. 5 Creedmoor with the 123 grain Hornady ELD-M and Varget. After
turning down the barrel, we jacket a 416R Stainless steel match barrel in a roll-wrapped carbon fiber sleeve and. New 120gr Load Accurate
and Easy on the Shoulder Dennis DeMille recently tested the new 120gr 6. Testing my usual load and ladder testing with Lapua Small rifle
primer brass and Hornady Large rifle primer brass with Hornady Reloading 6. I do have rl26, 4064, Hunter, some varget, some h4350. The
data goes from 55's to 68's, I believe. Elastic Map Reduce (EMR). 5 Creedmoor handloads. Apr 21, 2018 - Explore Michael Price's board
"6. Just bought one of the T/C Compass in 6. Re: Varget powder for 6mm Creedmor loads in GAP-10 Every rifle is different. I tried contacting
Hornady for starting load data but was told they simply have no data for the 22 Creed. 5 Creedmoor 147-153 gr. V-Max and Varget. Just got
back from shooting at 200 yards. Best results used: 25. A quick aside to the powder in the Hornady 6mm Creedmoor 108gr ELD Match
factory cartridge, it appears to be 40. 5 grains & 24 grains. Another load listed is 8208 at 39g, just slightly higher pressure. 5 Creedmoor
based on a survey of over 150 of the top-ranked precision rifle competitors. 005 from lands. Long Rifle High density, single base, extruded
propellant. 5 Creedmoor Prairie Enemy ammunition launches a 105 grain BlitzKing at 3150 FPS. EXTREME RIFLE. Because Hornady for
the time being only offers factory loads intended for shooting targets, I decided to work up handloads suitable for shooting varmints and
predators or for hunting deer and antelope. 30-06 Rifle: * SEE NOTE AT BOTTOM ABOUT TRAIL BOSS FOR REDUCED LOADS
(Note: These are near maximum loads, you should use 10% less to start. 0 (3789 fps) and the max being 28. The loads we chose to test were
ones that we thought might be over pressure. Sierra Match King 140gr This video shows Hornady 123gr ELD-M loaded with Hodgen Varget
in my Ruger Precision Rifle in 6. 5 Creedmoor works best with medium to medium-slow powders such as H4350, Varget, Win 760. Load
development for the 6. brass for it, although there are now a number of manufacturers producing brass casings for the 22. 5×47 Lapua Load
Data – What The Pros Use Precisionrifleblog. UPDATED 09/27/2018 - All links have been removed to comply with YouTube content.
Reloaders should keep in mind that the 6. Apr 21, 2018 - Explore Michael Price's board "6. 80 Grain Sierra Matchking Load Data.
Recommended Articles. I tried to compare this pulled down powder to Varget, H4350, RL15, and RL17. Another load listed is 8208 at 39g,
just slightly higher pressure. So I need to get rid of some. Every gun is different, I'm going to load up past 45,. Several, including H335, BL-
C(2), Varget, Benchmark, IMR 8208 XBR, H4895, and CFE 223 have proven to be the most versatile choices with all bullet weights. 22-250
Reloading - 50 gr. 5 Creedmoor precision rifle using Sierra’s 123 Grain MatchKing (SMK) HPBT with Hodgdon Varget and H4350 powder.
VIEW PRODUCT Reloading Dies Reload your own 22 Creedmoor ammo using this set of dies from Whidden Gunworks made for Horizon
Firearms. I selected 10 of the most popular non-magnum rifle cartridges, from. Using bullets from Hornady V-Max, Nosler BT, Barnes TTSX
BT, Sierra HPBT, Hornady A-Max, Nosler AB. - The die box is a handy cartridge loading block and storage package. Select your cartridge
type from the drop-down list. Peterson Brass Large primer 22 Creedmoor head-stamped brass from Peterson Cartridge. Using bullets from
Nosler Ballistic Tip, Nosler Bonded Solid Base, Nosler Reduced Drag Factor, Sierra HPBT Match. More recently, we've seen the. Load
Data The information displayed on this site, including ballistic data, was derived from tightly controlled laboratory conditions. Reloaders should
keep in mind that the 6. Min Charge Max Charge Optimal Charge Bullet Make Bullet Type. ) Testing the 10 Shot Load development Ladder
Test with 53gr BTHP from Hornady with Varget Powder. Using data designated as “5. 5 Creed has a pressure of about 39K. Hodgdon offers
several of powders suitable for the 224 Valkyrie, including CFE 223 and the IMR Enduron series, all known for limiting jacket fouling. 22
Creedmoor Load Information from Peterson Cartridge. My Lyman #49 shows a load using H-335 for the 32 grain bullet with minimum charge
of 27. Mockaroo allows you to quickly and easily to download large amounts of randomly generated test data based on your own specs. 5
Creedmoor precision rifle using Sierra’s 123 Grain MatchKing (SMK) HPBT with Hodgdon Varget and H4350 powder. Modular Driven
Technologies - MDT designed. 5 creedmoor. Printed on their boxes were recommended powders and charge weights of 39. Testing the 130gr
Sierra GameChanger in 6. 5 Creedmoor works best with medium to medium-slow powders such as H4350, Varget, Win 760. This
characteristic should benefit those seeking superior accuracy in cartridges such as the 6. As far as Im concerned, making a 6 Creedmoor is a
marketing gimmick designed to catch a larger fan base than calling it 243 would do. Elastic Load Balancing v2 (ALB/NLB). 223 Remington.
22 Nosler reloading data with 13 loads. Amongst my favorites in the middle of the weight spectrum are the 123 gr. 22 TCM is a short,
bottlenecked case with case head dimensions that are almost identical to the. I have a new 22 CM in a AR platform and with limited powder
and limited load data available I am trying to come up with a starting point using components I have in stock. If you are interested in the. 5
Creed has a pressure of about 39K. About 2900fps from my 24" Bartlein. Looking to load 120tsx bullets. 5mm Creedmoor to develop
projectiles and loads. Data truncated for column when doing a LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE. Makes me think the velocity could be pretty
good. I tried to compare this pulled down powder to Varget, H4350, RL15, and RL17. Amongst my favorites in the middle of the weight
spectrum are the 123 gr. 5 Creedmoor AR-10 Accuracy Barrel® is a Heavy Profile, Long Range PRS style upgrade that will maximize the
range and accuracy of your AR-10 rifle. 544” groups. Read HERE for a complete list of cartridges included in the manual. I selected 10 of the
most popular non-magnum rifle cartridges, from. Using bullets from Nosler Ballistic Tip, Nosler Bonded Solid Base, Nosler Reduced Drag
Factor, Sierra HPBT Match. 5 Creedmoor is a real treat because the selection of. Some calibers will ship sooner than others but at this point,
we are no longer guarenteeing that a barrel will be shipped by a certain date due to delays in materials for our production team and high volume
of orders. Start with H4350. 243 HP for about 3700 fps out of my Winchester model 70. What I decided to do is a double comparison study.
The light recoil and adaptability of the efficient 6. It is roughly equivalent to $. Click "Get Data" to view results. VIEW PRODUCT Reloading
Dies Reload your own 22 Creedmoor ammo using this set of dies from Whidden Gunworks made for Horizon Firearms. Uploading Data with
Solr Cell using Apache Tika. 223 Remington handloads. Varget features small, extruded grains for uniform metering, is Varget is the perfect
powder for shooting the 223 Remington with heavy bullets in competitive matches. Total of about 50 rounds through the rifle. Read HERE for a
complete list of cartridges included in the manual. Gets about 2,700fps and if it isn't a "Bug Hole", it's my fault. 544” groups. 0 gr of Varget and
shows a max. Start with H4350. 5 Creedmoor. 5 Creedmoor,. 25, while the 6. 22-250 Rem Loads - 53 Gr. 260 Remington,. V-max and
RL15/Varget. HPBT MatchKing C. 5 Creedmoor, 308 Winchester and 243 Winchester. 10/22 50 yard. 8 grains, producing groups in the.
223 (for the TC Compass I have) and 22 Nosler using the My 10-Shot load data looked roughtly similar to the data collected with Carl using
his Bergara. No crony or ladder testing done yet, but the Amax/Varget loads at 28. 80 Grain Sierra Matchking Load Data. I was able to get.



308 Load Data Varget. Varget is where I start to call powders slow and won't reduced them. 5 Creedmoor Load Data. No crony or ladder
testing done yet, but the Amax/Varget loads at 28. 1,553 likes · 51 talking about this. Well I pulled the trigger, pun intended, on the 22
creedmoor. 5 CREEDMOOR, Hornady Lock-N-Load Modified Case "A" Series 6. 5 3100 1707. My barrel is a 12 twist and I'm getting
3650+ fps with h 4895 and primer pockets are staying tight. 5x47 or 243 you could trybut you have the right answer In MT you could even try
stuff like Varget, 4064, even RL 22 for light weight stuff like 108's and all sorts of other stuffbut your best speed and accuracy will be with
H4350Many others. have developed a comprehensive Reloading Guide to provide handloaders with current data for Accurate Powders. 5
Creedmoor 140 Grain Nosler AccuBond~ The 6. 22 Creedmoor found in: Bushnell Multi-Turret AR Optics Rifle Scope - 4. 5 Creedmoor
loads: 123 SMK and 130 TMK with VARGET I'm a big fan of 6. Hornady #2275,. 19 сентября 2017 г. Trying to max out Hodgdon H4350
with the 143gr Hornady ELD-X in 6. 5 mm Creedmoor cartridge was designed to load longer and heavier 6. My OCW test load data.
Capable of stabilizing bullets as long as our 55 grain Ballistic Tip® and 60 grain Partition®, the 22-250 uses a standard rifling twist rate of 1-
14”. Litz estimates the G7 BC at. 22 creedmoor load data. 5 and Superformance. Outstanding performance and velocity can be obtained in
such popular cartridges as the 22-250 Remington, 308 Winchester, 30-06, 375 H&H and many more. Trying to max out Hodgdon H4350
with the 143gr Hornady ELD-X in 6. 224 inch) bullets, lighter than 6 mm bullets with even softer recoil. 5 Creedmoor load development: Sierra
130 grain Tipped MatchKing (TMK) with H4350, Varget, Reloder How to Build Military Grade Suppressors. This characteristic should
benefit those seeking superior accuracy in cartridges such as the 6. Using bullets from Nosler Ballistic Tip, Nosler Bonded Solid Base, Nosler
Reduced Drag Factor, Sierra HPBT Match. 200 1x fired Hornady brass now I need the best powder and load data for a 22 barrel
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